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At a rst glance there might appear to be an obvious align-
ment and overlap between the approaches prescribed by
REST and Linked Data. On more detailed inspection diver-
gences in scope and applicability present themselves, and for
some aspects, incompatibility. In this paper we investigate
these similarities and dierences and suggest the coupling
is worthy of a third look: in combination as a exible envi-
ronment in which the developer can focus on domain driven
applications.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Linked Data movement has achieved considerable
success constructing a semantic Web of Data [2]. While
much initial semantic web research focussed on building a
stack to enable reasoning and logic, the more recent Linked
Data programme has attempted to reconnect the semantic
web to its roots in the most successful distributed system
ever constructed (or at the very least the latter half of its
moniker!).
Moving on from an earlier assumption that URIs would do
nothing more than uniquely identify Things, the key thrust
of Linked Data has been the re-adoption of HTTP URIs for
retrieval of resource representations. The approach can be
summarised by the four Linked Data `rules' [1]: use URIs as
names for things; use HTTP URIs so that people can look
up those names; when someone looks up a URI, provide
useful information, using the standards (RDF*, SPARQL);
and include links to other URIs, so that they can discover
more things.
A shallow keyword match over these principles would sug-
gest a strong correlation with those underpinning REST [5],
and yet rarely are the two mentioned together as comple-
mentary styles. Are they at cross purposes, completely or-
thogonal, or can experience from both approaches inform a
more coherent framework for building distributed web ser-
vices and applications?
Through participation in recent and current projects var-
iously implementing RESTful and Linked Data APIs, and
drawing from a longer history of Semantic Web and hyper-
media research, we have collected our thoughts in an at-
tempt to answer these questions. In section 2 we begin with
an overview of similarities, while the following section is an
exploration of dierences. In section 4 we propose that these
aspects should be taken together as a complementary whole,
and used { as illustrated by our experiences in section 5 { to
enable domain driven application development in a data-rich
world.
2. COMMON INTERESTS
2.1 The primacy of resources
The key abstraction of information in REST is a resource
[5]; similarly the URI is both the identier for, and means by
which relationships are expressed between, things in the Re-
source Description Framework (RDF) [7], which is the foun-
dation of the Semantic Web stack. In both cases, the notion
of an identiable resource is fundamental to implementa-
tion; design and development of a system cannot progress
without the assignment and association of resources.
Since Resource Oriented Architectures [11] and Linked
Data are the most commonly encountered realisations of
REST and the Semantic Web respectively, and since both
are built upon HTTP and HTTP URIs, it is easy to recog-
nise this as a common shared building block. It is therefore
also relevant to note that neither REST as an architectural
style nor RDF as originally conceived are monogamously
wedded to HTTP.
2.2 Linking is not optional
The fourth Linked Data principle is to \Include links to
other URIs" in the representation provided when a URI is
dereferenced \so that they can discover more things" [1]. It
is this inclusion of links to other HTTP URIs which, when
dereferenced, provide further links to more HTTP URIs that
sets Linked Data apart from earlier Semantic Web activity
in its explicit encouragement of a dereferencable Web (and
the trails of links through it).
\Hypermedia as the engine of application state"(HATEO-
AS) is a dening characteristic of the REST architectural
style [5]. State transitions in an application occur when
moving from one resource to another (by retrieving or mod-
ifying) using the links provided in a representation.A representation that supports linking is therefore a re-
quirement for both approaches; neither would function as in-
tended without the hyperstructures described above. While
there is no specic mandated linked representation for REST
implementations, Linked Data advocates \using the stan-
dards" which, in the case of RDF and SPARQL, both guar-
antee support for links to other resources.
2.3 Segregating semantics
Semantics about relationships between resources can be
expressed by both approaches: in the Semantic Web they are
described by ontologies written in RDFS and OWL, while
RESTful implementations can encode semantics in link re-
lations.
A common misapplication of both approaches is to as-
sume semantics (or abuse implied semantics) encoded in a
URI, when both REST and Linked Data explicitly expect
clients to regard URIs as opaque strings when used for iden-
tication. In this way both follow the principle of separating
identication from the semantics of interaction, description,
and structure.
2.4 Adaptability
Both REST and the Semantic Web include facets in their
design which allow the relationships between resources to be
modied, should revision be required, without necessitating
interface changes to the client.
Since state in a RESTful application is dened by nav-
igation of the hyperstructure, if a server changes the links
that are transferred to a client (via a representation) it also
changes the possible state transitions the application can
make. It does this without changing the mechanism by
which the client performs the transition (the combination
of HTTP and the representations for the specied media
type).
As bets a distributed web system (where it is perhaps
unlikely { and probably undesirable { for there to be `one
true ontology'), there is no constraint on the application of
a single ontology to each resource on the Semantic Web.
Assertions can be made using dierent ontologies, in dif-
ferent places, and at dierent times; ontologies (themselves
expressed in RDF) can be extended and subsumed by other
ontologies.
In both cases this adaptability can be seen as a benet of
self-description { a client has prior knowledge of the frame-
work within which relationships are expressed, but there is
no requirement of prior knowledge of the relationships them-
selves.
2.5 Applicability of Domain Driven Design
The Domain Driven Design [4] methodology espouses a
focus on domain modelling throughout an iterative devel-
opment process. This has particular resonance with the
principles and practices outlined above in respect to both
REST and Linked Data: the identication of resources and
the links between them should naturally map to the domain
(and business process) at hand [10], and the ability to iter-
atively modify the hyperstructure lends itself well to agile
development.
In the experience of the authors, this methodology is key
in developing a service that can be successfully used by do-
main application developers, and in turn domain users: the
power of a successful data service is in encapsulating the
complexity of a domain in a manner that allows its use to
scale through simple usage. This simplicity must be deeply
tied to the domain to allow natural and intuitive use by
domain developers and users; an abstraction unfamiliar or
unsuitable to them will have an eect opposite to that de-
sired.
3. IMPEDIMENTS TO THE MATCH?
In this section we outline those areas where one might
perceive dierences between REST and Linked Data { al-
though, as we summarise in the next section, we counter
that these are rather vestiges of dierent demands and cur-
rent practice rather than fundamental incompatibilities.
3.1 API vs. Model
In section 2 we explored the similarities between REST
and Linked Data, principally centred on the notion of re-
sources and the relationships between them. There is, how-
ever, a key dierence in the motivation for resource identi-
cation:
 in RESTful systems, resources and their relationships
are identied and exposed to enable a client to re-
trieve data and transition to other resources; in eect,
they dene an API to enable application operation and
state transition. Linking is the mechanism to navigate
the API; link relations encode semantics to enable this.
 in RDF and ontologies, resources are identied to en-
capsulate the an underlying data model. While Linked
Data extends this idea so that sections of the model
can be retrieved by dereferencing resources, linking in
the returned representation is used to bind sections of
the model rather than transition state.
By extension the adaptability and self-documentation de-
scribed in section 2.4 applies to API interactions for REST,
and the data model for the Semantic Web.
3.2 SPARQL
The third Linked Data rule cites not only RDF, but a
sister standard which from a RESTful point of view is a
troublesome relative: SPARQL.
SPARQL is the standard query interface for RDF; it is
widely deployed as an interface to Linked Data services, and
widely used by Linked Data applications. However most
SPARQL endpoints are implemented { and used { in the
RPC style. RESTful interfaces to SPARQL have been pro-
posed [13] which expose resources that, when a representa-
tion is requested, trigger SPARQL queries. Consistent with
the previous section, identication of these query resources
is a matter of identifying the\information units"which com-
prise the service API.
Perhaps a more concerning implication is the relative pop-
ularity of SPARQL for application development, and partic-
ularly for combining Linked Data through SPARQL end-
points. In this scenario, whilst the data model benets from
the distributed nature of resources and linking, the applica-
tion interaction does not: it eschews the benets of RESTful
operation.
3.3 Content negotiation
RESTful services use content negotiation to select a shared
envelope that both the client and server can encode and de-
code the representation through (and the interface to theservice is then dynamically carried via the representation as
links). Typically a REST service will assume the resource
being transferred in these representations can be considered
a document; in the terminology of the following section, an
`information resource'.
Linked Data services, in implementing the \HTTP range
issue 14" solution [12], add semantics to the content negoti-
ation to distinguish between URIs that are non-information
resources (identiers for conceptual or real-world objects)
and URIs that are information resources (documents) that
describe the non-information resources. This is because as-
sertions in the RDF graph are usually relationships that ap-
ply to the non-information resource, but Linked Data over-
loads URI usage so that it is also a mechanism for retrieving
triples describing that resource (in a document, i.e. an infor-
mation resource). (This is a change in behaviour from earlier
use of HTTP URIs in RDF, when they were not expected
to be dereferenced.)
One widely deployed technical solution is to issue a 303
redirect from the non-information resource URI to a content-
negotiated information resource (which will have represen-
tations containing descriptive information about the non-
information resource; at least one representation will be an
RDF serialization). The HTTP redirect signals the transi-
tion from non-information resource to the client. The prac-
tical consequence of the redirect is, in our experience, a
(variable but) measurable additional delay for each com-
plete transfer of information between server and client [3];
there is added complexity when compared to a REST API
in which everything is simply an information resource.
3.4 RESTful through and through?
While there is clearly alignment in approach, and over-
lap in parts of implementation, are deployed best practice
Linked Data services RESTful? On two further counts, we
believe they could be considered to fall short.
Firstly, because resources are identied primarily for the
purposes of correctly modelling the data (section 3.1), less
thought is applied to the Linked Data URIs that can be
dereferenced and how an application might use them { and
the links between them { for RESTful state transition. If
an API has not been designed for HATEOAS, then perhaps
it is understandable that Linked Data developers appear to
prefer SPARQL; or that adoption of SPARQL reduces mo-
tivation to design an API with HATEOAS in mind.
Secondly, the majority of Linked Data sites are read-only:
they publish data but few have the ability to modify it (i.e.
PUT, POST or DELETE). This may, in part, be due to the
political Open Data movement which is frequently hard to
distinguish from the technical push for Linked Data. Pro-
posals for a SPARQL Update are well progressed, but carry
the expected RPC issues; and while a Uniform HTTP Pro-
tocol for Managing RDF Graphs has been proposed, it re-
mains a mechanism to encode SPARQL commands that are
applied to a whole graph store, rather than manipulation of
specic resources exposed through a RESTful API.
4. AHARMONIOUSFUTURETOGETHER
IN THE DOMAIN
In the previous sections we outlined where RESTful and
Linked Data approaches share a common method and where
they diverge. We do not, however, believe the dierences
are irreconcilable: while worthy of note, issues surrounding
SPARQL, 303 redirects, content negotiation and writeable
resources could all be mitigated or indeed solved though
modications to implementation and convention.
On the point of API vs. Model, we regard this as a com-
plementarity rather than a \dierence", particularly when
considered in the context of domain driven design.
The authors have a particular interest in enabling third
generation e-Research [3], where we have found a common
agreed model is key to enabling domain experts, researchers,
and developers to collaborate with each other over increas-
ingly vast quantities of information. Here it is important for
a researcher (or developer) to be able to use clear domain
models that separate concerns to enable the manipulation of
the domain data: this is a task RDF has proven adept at. It
is equally important for a developer to be able to quickly and
simply access, modify, and publish domain data through a
lightweight API for scalable and distributed services: which
REST enables. If common models can be used for both
the API design (the RESTful interactions with resources)
and the modelling of resource relationships (the RDF and
ontologies) then the focus of complexity in any application
can be where it really matters: the domain driven design.
We propose this can be achieved through consideration of
the following design principles:
1. That RESTfully serving Linked Data oers an oppor-
tunity to use a common domain model for expressing,
and identifying, the resources exposed by the API as
well as the data model and for linking resources (within
a particular service, and between services).
2. That representations of Linked Data (RDF) use a self-
describing semantic model beyond the relatively sim-
ple link semantics in most REST deployments. This
presents an opportunity for more sophisticated descrip-
tion and navigation of links in representations, and
through this the application of stronger semantics (with
a common underlying model) for application state tran-
sitions.
3. Services that publish Linked Data resources should pay
careful consideration to HATEOAS as a viable alterna-
tive SPARQL, and identify resources to enable REST-
ful use of the API.
4. RESTful methods should be developed for the write-
enabled Web of Data.
5. FAMILY OUTINGS
In this section we briey outline three implementation
case studies which have informed our thinking.
As part of the SemSorGrid4Env project we have de-
veloped a Linked Sensor Observation Service prototype [8]
which serves Observation models as RDF, HTML, OGC
O&M GML and OGC WFS GML (through content negoti-
ation and 303 redirects). While the former representations
can be used for more traditional hypertext navigation of
the dataset, the latter representation is suitable for load-
ing into GIS mapping applications where it is rendered as
a `layer'. The RDF representations utilises external ontolo-
gies for the measured (observed) properties, and sensor re-
sources carry links to nearby (real-world) resources by lo-
cation. The original implementation was bespoke to oneparticular dataset and there was little separation of con-
cerns between the dataset, data model, and API. A second
major version, currently under development, keeps these as
distinct elements: this allows conguration of the service for
any observation derived dataset and independent congu-
ration of the API (both of which are congured in relation
to the underlying Observation data model). As such it is a
manifestation of the distinction between API and model in-
troduced in section 3.1. We are using this congurable API
to investigate how we can develop client applications that
driven by HATEOAS and evaluate them in comparison to
our existing SPARQL based clients.
The Structural Analysis of Large Amounts of Mu-
sic Information (SALAMI) project will publish an un-
precedented volume (23,000 hours) of publicly available com-
putational music analysis data and a corresponding subset
of ground truth. These results will be made available to the
musicology research community through a Linked Data API
that encourages the rapid and simplied development of do-
main applications to analyse and augment the dataset. Our
application of domain driven design to identify models and
APIs has been exercised in an initial, smaller scale, proto-
type for genre analysis of music [9], comprising several ser-
vices including an audio repository (serving RDF and MP3
representations), linked data metadata services, and work-
ow enactment and result repositories. Applications have
been developed that use the services both to create collec-
tions of music for input to the analysis, and to examine and
combine the results in conjunction with external data ser-
vices (e.g. BBC Music, DBpedia, Jamendo).
myExperiment is a social website for sharing scientic
workows [6] and is the largest public repository of its kind.
Developed since 2007 using Ruby on Rails and Web 2.0
methods, a REST-like API was added early in the project
and has been used to write numerous applications (e.g. in-
tegration within the Taverna workow system, Google gad-
gets, Facebook applications, Android applications). A pre-
viously distinct Linked Data service (including SPARQL)
has recently been integrated with the pre-dating REST API,
providing a consistent interface for users of the REST and
Linked Data access mechanisms; co-evolution of the two in-
terfaces and their eventual recombination has been infor-
mative when considering the similarities and dierences be-
tween them.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper we have described the similarities and dif-
ferences between the REST and Linked Data service archi-
tectural styles. Based upon this analysis we have identied
a `best t' approach that draws upon the strengths of each,
and proposed a way forward to better serve the develop-
ment of domain driven applications. We will be applying
these lessons to our future developments in e-Research as
we build upon the services described in the previous section,
and hope this paper can aid the exchange of ideas and good
practice between the REST and Linked Data communities.
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